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transportation [of wool] is now forbidden, for which only or
chiefly they were constituted a society, we do not now con-
ceive them at all necessary, but in many respects disadvan-
tageous as being the principal cause : (i) df the dearness of
wool and consequently of cloth ", because they engrossed the
greatest part and sold it at their own rates ; (2) " of the
badness of the cloth, for the staplers buying wool of several
counties and sorts, as northern and western, pasture and
fallow, sell the same mingled and compounded to the
clothier who, not discovering nor able to single or separate
again the different wools, makes up a bad and ill-conditioned
cloth, that mixed wool not working alike in regard of its
different qualities " x ; (3) " of destruction to clothing " by
transporting wool abroad to be worked up in foreign parts.
"The engrossers, jobbers and broggers", it was said, " do
go between the bark and the tree ", since they forestalled the
clothier in making his purchases of wool from the grower,
with the result that the price of cloth was enhanced and its
quality impaired 2.
In spite of the criticisms levelled against the wool dealers, Functions
it is evident that they served a useful purpose in the economy
of the woollen industry. They linked up the manufacturing
districts with their sources of supply. They acted as inter-
mediaries between the clothier and the grazier who usually
lived in different counties a great distance apart. The short
staple grown in Norfolk, for example, was consumed in
Yorkshire: the long staple grown in Lincolnshire and
Leicestershire was worked up in Norwich 3 : while " Halifax
men occupy fine wool most out of Lincolnshire, and their
coarse wool they sell to men of Rochdale"4. Many
1	The mixing of wool was a common complaint:   Stowe MSS. 554,
f. 45 ;   Rymer, Foedera, xvii. 412 ;   Reasons of the Decay of the Clothing
Trade.    By a Well-Wisher (1691), 5 ;   The Beaux Merchant:  A Comedy.
By a Clothier (1714), 42.    In Reasons Presented to the Parliament for a more
strict Prohibition of the Transportation  of Wool it is pointed out that
" in every shire in England there is variety of sorts and prices according
to the pastures."    (The author was Francis Monck.)
2	Itozer, Reasons showing the desires of the Clothiers against ingrossing
(1648).    Rozer acted on behalf of the clothiers in 1650 when issue was
joined with the staplers:  State Papers Domestic, 1650, p. 406.   See also
ibid. 1640, p. 501.
8 Young, Tour through the East (ed. 1771), ii. 74.
* Hist. MSS. Comm. Kenyan, 573 (temp. Eliz.).    See infra, Appendix*
p. 471, No. 4.

